J-Bar Ranch Manages for Efficient,
Well-Muscled Cattle and Quality Beef
There aren’t many real cowboys
in the seedstock cattle business,
but John Hall, J-Bar Ranch at Hedley,
Texas, is the exception. From his slow
country drawl to his handle bar mustache,
John fits the description and the definition
of a cowboy. He still does a lot of day work
for other ranches in the spring and fall,
during branding or shipping, and can be
found artificially inseminating (AIing) and
palpating cows on any given day.

His wife and life partner, Loretta, is pretty
skilled herself on a horse and in a working
pen. Of course, she has the mandatory job
in town to cover the health insurance. She is
also the book keeper, the pedigree expert and
John’s partner in ranch decisions.

Starting from Scratch
Having grown up in the sandy country
around Hedley, Hall quickly decided he
liked cows better than cotton farming. He
worked for other ranches awhile and finally
was able to put together a cowherd of his
own. Hall’s first cattle came from a local
purebred breeder who managed cattle to fit
the environment.
The J-Bar program took a big step
forward when the American Gelbvieh
Association contracted with them to AI
their commercial cows to the best bulls in
the Gelbvieh breed so carcass data could
be collected. Halls got to keep the top
end of the resulting heifer calves. After a
couple of years of trying to sell red cattle
when everyone wanted black,
they turned their breeding and
selection toward black.

About 15 years ago, a fellow
cattleman sent Hall some extra
straws of semen to use to
see what he thought. “When
the calves arrived, they were
phenomenal. They out-weighed
the other calves by about fifty
pounds at weaning. They were
thick, with big tops and had
JBB Ranger’s Bad Boy, one of J-Bar’s top herd sires. He is a 7/8
Braunvieh and his calves are tremendous.
tremendous bone,” says Hall.
They were Braunvieh. Needless
to say, J-Bar had an excellent set of almost
purebred Gelbvieh cows, but began a
serious Braunvieh breed-up program. They
were fortunate to find black and moderate
framed Braunvieh bulls that have greatly
influenced their program.

Setting Selection Standards

“Bad Boy” as a calf along with his mother, a moderate 3/4
blood Braunvieh cow that is typical of the cows working
for J-Bar Ranch.

“We have right at 12 sections of land
owned and leased where we run over 500
head of cows, bulls, breeding heifers and
weaned calves,” says Hall. J-Bar cows run
in big country with varied terrain near
Hedley in the Texas panhandle. The ranch
produces mostly native grasses as well as
some improved grasses such as bluestem
and Bermuda grass.
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According to Hall, “There are great
cattle in most all breeds and very poordoing cattle in every breed. It’s up to the
breeder to challenge his cattle, hold them
to a standard and not waiver, by making
excuses or exceptions.” What is the saying?
“There is more variation within a breed
than among all breeds.”
Hall was one of the first ranchers in
their area to recognize the potential of DNA
testing. “I’m certain that the sire and dam
can’t pass along what they don’t possess
other than the magic of hybrid vigor,”
states Hall. Two of the three Braunvieh
bulls J-Bar started with were sired by the
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same Braunvieh bull - he was black and
he produced a high amount of DNA for
marbling and tenderness.
Now Halls use GeneSTAR® DNA testing
for evaluating color coat, tenderness,
marbling and feed efficiency along with
a 100-day gain test to help in selection
of their bulls. “We have found that DNA
testing speeds up the process of finding
the better performing cattle tremendously,”
says Hall. “We have also found there is
money to be made in feed efficiency due
to less maintenance in the pasture and
fewer days on feed when they go to the
feedyard.”
J-Bar Ranch also ultrasounds their bulls
as they come off the gain test for ribeye
area, back fat and intra-muscular fat. All
are measured for scrotal circumference as
it relates to maturity in heifer mates and
siblings.
Slowly, Halls are branching out into
some embryo transfer work. Their donor
cows have never won a show or had a
halter on. They are cows that produce
sons and daughters that work. “With our
embryo work, we share our genetics with
like-minded producers for a percentage of
the calves. This gives us a broader study
with larger contemporary groups and more
numbers for selecting top genetics for
feeder animals,” explains Hall.

Managing for Profit
Halls have kept data since 1994 on
each animal in the herd. They collect
cow production information, feedyard
performance information and carcass
information. “We have found the traits
we follow to be highly heritable and use
that information to cull the cowherd,”
states Hall. “Normally, if a cow has low
production, her daughters will also have
low production. Since we have been culling
on production for so long, we have a high
degree of fertility in our herd.”
Halls believe fertility is one of the
most important profit traits in a cowherd.
Cattle that don’t breed are the most costly
animal to a herd, and generally cows that
calve first wean the biggest calves. This
philosophy has led to a 60-day calving
season at J-Bar Ranch.
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“We have our A-team herd of 180 cows
that have calved in 45 days, six years in a
row. Genetics, nutrition and management
all have to come together to make that
happen,” believes Hall.

cow is moderate framed, early maturing
and easy fleshing. “Our cows and first-calf
heifers are expected to bring in a calf every
year and to wean at least 50 percent of
their body weight,” states Hall.

At J-Bar Ranch, nutrition is also
believed to be critical and getting cows to
re-breed is always a concern. In his attempt
to tighten the J-Bar calving season to 60
days, Hall came across a liquid supplement
that has been extremely beneficial. “We
keep out Anipro Liquid Mineral with RumaPro year-round and also feed dry mineral
from XtraFormance Feeds as well as loose
salt with EDDI (organic iodine),” explains
Hall. These supplements have worked great
in conditioning cows for breeding and
preventing foot rot.

Most all of the J-Bar weaned heifers are
given the opportunity to breed. They are
put in with the bulls on February 15, and
the bulls are picked up within the first
weeks of May. Heifers are then pregnancy
checked in June. Those that are bred to
calve within the ranch’s 60-day calving
season will stay in the herd and those that
will calve later are sold as bred heifers.

Cattle That Work
“Our cattle are spread out over a large
area and you can’t see them all in one day,
so they have to be self sufficient. We try to
see them a couple of times a week during
calving and during the winter feeding
season,” explains Hall.
The current J-Bar herd has high
percentage Braunvieh and Gelbvieh cattle
as well as crosses between. A typical J-Bar

“We have our A-team herd of
180 cows that have calved in 45
days, six years in a row. Genetics,
nutrition and management all
have come together to make
that happen.” – John Hall

The J-Bar Ranch has some 14-year-old
cows still meeting production standards in
the herd. “These cows calved as 2-year-olds
and have bred back and raised a calf every
year. They have weaned 50 percent of their
body weight every year in a 60-day calving
season for 12 years in a row. We hold these
cows in high regard and we expect equal
results from their daughters,” says Hall.

Marketing
Halls like to help other people; they
have a customer buy- back program for
producers who purchase their bulls. In the
program, J-Bar customers can feed and test
their bull prospects at the Ranch. The bulls
that meet the standards are marketed with
J-Bar bulls.
J-Bar Ranch also helps local youth
providing them with steers for the
commercial feeding contest at the San
Antonio and Houston Stock livestock shows.
“Our calves won the San Antonio Stock
Show Jr. Fed Beef Challenge in 2007 and
2008 at 13-months of age, and we had two
pens of calves place in the top five at the
Houston Stock Show Jr. Fed Beef Challenge

John and Loretta Hall

in 2008,” states Hall. They also had the best
calf at the Texas Cattle Feeders contest a
couple of years ago, and have helped some
youth with show heifer projects.
This year, Halls had a new thrill when
the five calves they tested at the Midland
Bull Test in Montana topped the Braunvieh
group. More than 80 head were put on test
and a three-quarters Braunvieh J-Bar calf
was the high-gaining bull. J-Bar also bred
the low Residual Feed Intake bull, and took
home the Best Pen of Three honors.
J-Bar Ranch is also invested in an
all-natural, grass-finished beef program
with Paidom Meats of Nazareth, Texas.
They supply 12-15 head to the meat
company each month. Some consumers
are attracted to grass-fed beef for health
reasons and it’s gaining in popularity.
“Health studies indicate that grass-fed
beef is higher in Omega 3 fatty acids
and Conjugated Linoleic Acid, which
are important in maintaining cells and
healthy body systems. Grass-fed beef also
has significantly less saturated fat than
corn-fed beef,” explains Hall. However,
Hall emphasizes beef from Braunvieh-bred
cattle is high quality whether it is corn-fed
or grass-finished.
When asked what his favorite part of the
cow business is, Hall said from the womb to
the tomb. “Our cows have to pay their way.
We don’t have a business in town or oil and
gas production, or even a great inheritance;
we live on pure sweat and long hours with
many blessings from our Lord God,” states
Hall. John and Loretta’s hard work have let
them mold a philosophy of efficient, wellmuscled cattle into an existing, functional
cowherd that produces high-quality
seedstock and really good beef. ★

The Halls have found Gelbvieh and Braunvieh breeds have some similarities and yet enhance one another. The pair
pictured here is a Gelbvieh cow with a high-performing Braunvieh bred calf at her side right before weaning.
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